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~ 
t4 ..$ ii / ~~~~~~~~A survey of randomly selected residents of a senior citizen hi—rise was

conducted by persona]. and telephone interviews. The ~*irpose of the study was

to determine the past experiences of senior citizens with pets and their

present attitudes toward pet ownership. Using these data, the feasibility

and potential benefits of having companion animals in senior citizen hi—rises

was evaluated,

Thirty—f our (85% ) of the residents reported owning a pet at some time in

their life. An association between stage of the life cycle and pet ownership

was found, As parents with children at home, thirty—two (80% ) of the residents

had pets, while as adults without children at home , fifteen (37.5% ) had pets.

This difference was statistically significant at the .001 level. Six residents

owned a pet prior to moving to the senior citizen complex , and ten ( 25%)

residents reported that they would own a pet, if pets were allowed in the

hi—rise.

Senior citizens perceived companionship, love, and affection as the major

benefits of pet ownership. However twenty~three (57.5% ) residents reported

that pets would be of no benefit to them at thi s point in their life. Residents

see the major disadvantage to pet ownership as being the added responsibility

pet ownership entails. Individuals were concern ed that pet ownership would

prevent them from going and coming as they pleased.

An interesting finding was management’s strong opposition to having pets

in the senior citizen hi—rise. Management was very concerned about the damage

and odor associated with allowing companion animals in apartments.

- — _ .~~~~~~~~~~~ 2L
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It has been suggested by Boris Levinson in his writings that man has

a strong need to maintain contact with nature, and that companion animals

can fulfill this need. (~ ,5,6) Michael Fox and Levinson have written on the

important roles that pets can play in the lives of the elderly. Pets can

provide the d oe, companionship an elderly person may need, pave the way

for new friendships through the daily exercising of the pet, and give the

owner a sense of identity or reason for being,~ 21~~ In England, Mugford and

M’Comieky did a controlled study to evaluate the possible therapeutic role of

animal companionship for elderly people. Their study, using pet budgerigars,

determined that these birds had a “beneficial effect on the social and psycho-

social conditions of the old people in the experi!neTmt”.~~~
The well being of many residents in senior citizen housing coznplexs may

be adversly affected by feelings of loneliness. These feelings may be

intensified as a result of the separation from familiar surrondings and

lifestyles, which occurs when moving into a housing complex . The forced

separation from loved and loving companion animals , which is a prerequisite for

moving into a senior citizen hi—rise , could have severe emotional consequences

to the individual.

The purpose of this study was to gather data from residents of a senior

citizen hi—rise, pertaining to their past experiences with pets and their

present attitudes towards pets. Using this information to explore the feasibility

and potential benefits, as perceived by those residents, of allowing pets in

a senior citizen hi—rise apartment complex.

‘S.
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A senior citizen hi—n e. located in northwest Henn.pin Coun ty, Minnesota,

was chosen for study because this hi—rise was already involved in several other

University of Minnesota School of Public Health projects designed to identify

areas of need in the cor~munity , where medical expertise could benefit local

residents. In addition a medical student from the University of Minnesota

was living at the senior citizen complex and could serve as a liason between

the author and management , and also provide contact with senior citizen residents.

A questionaire on past experiences with pets and present attitudes

toward pet ownership, and a consent form explaining the purpose of the study ,

were developed. Many of the questions on past experiences were written based

on the questions used by Selby in his study of pet ownership patterns.(8)

Thes. forms were reviewed and approved by the University of Minnesota Connnittee

on the Use of Human Subjects in Research.

The management of the senior citizen hi—rise agreed to allow personal

interviews with the residents, providing the resident volunteered to be

interviewed b forehand. A letter explaining the purpose and scope of the study,

along with a stamped , addressed post card for replies, was sent to fif ty senior

citizens residing in the senior citizen hi—rise chosen at random from all 107

residents.

Five (10% ) of the fifty residents returned the addressed post card , with

two (le%) volunteering to be interviewed in person. These two residents were

interviewed in person at their apartments, The telephone was used to thteview

an additional thirty—eight residents, who either did not want to be interviewed

in person , or did not return the cost card.
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Forty—three residents were contacted with only two refu sing to participate

in the study. C~. resident contacted did not speak english and was not interviewed,

Of the seven residents not. contacted: six had unlisted telephone numbers, and

one could not be reached despite repeated phone calls.

Interviews were obtained from forty (80%) of the fifty randomly selected

senior citizens. For purposes of this study, the rates of response for each

question were determined based on th. forty residents interviewed, independent

of whether or not all interviewees responded to each question.

— _~~~~~~~~~~~~~ =- ~~~~~~~~~~~
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Results

The senior citizen hi—rise surveyed, opened about 2+ years ago. Thirty...

seven (92.5% ) of the residents interviewed had lived in the hi.ri se more than

two year s. Of the forty senior citizens interviewed : thirty —two (80% ) were

women living alone, three (7.5% ) were men living alone , and five (12 .5% ) were

couples.

‘When questioned about prior pet ownership, thi rt y-four (85%) of the

residents report ed owning a pet at some time in their life. eleven (27.5% )

reported being raised on a farm. Addition ally three seniors , who had responded

negative ly when initially asked about prior pet ownership, on furthur question ing

responded that other member s of the family, eithe r husband or children , did

have a pet. Based on interviews , of the thirty-seven residents that had past

experiences with pets , ten were low involvement pet owners . These individual s

reported that they had pets primarily for their childr en, that pet s were

strictly outdoor animals, or that they had had a pet for a. very short period

of tine.

The reasons given for not having owned a pet were : did not like pets ;

parental and housing restrictions on keeping pets; and “too much trouble

raising six children, without having a pet around ” .

When pet ownership was evaluated by stage in the life cycle (8) ; twenty—

four (60% ) had pets as children, thirty~two (80%) had pets as parents with

children at home , and fifteen ( 7.5% ) had pets as adults without children at

home. Of the forty residents , eleven (27.5%) had owned a pet within the past

five years, and six (15%) seniors owned a pet prior to moving to this senior

citizen hi—rise.
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A breakdown into th. types of pets own ed , indicated a preference for dogs ,

cats, and birds as companion animals, with rabbits , rodents , and horses less

frequently owned. ?venty..nine (72.5% ) of the residents interviewed reported

owning a dog at some time in their life. (Tabl e 1)

eased on prior experience, or observation, residents felt that the major

benefits of pet ownership were: companionship, love and af f ection, pleasure,

protection, and educatin g children. (Table 2) The major disadvantages to

pet ownership reported were : responsibility — hav ing to ~r.ake arrangements for

a pet when they wanted to travel , and the noise, odor , and feces disposal

problems associated with pets. (Table 3)

Residents were questioned on their present attitudes towards pets. Li

response to the question, “If you could have found a place like this senior

citizen hi—rise, that allowed pets , would you have chosen to live there? ” ,

nine (22 .5% ) answered yes , two answered that they were not sure , and twenty —

nine (72.5% ) responded no. If allowed to own a pet now at this senior citizen

hi—ri se, nine said they would have a dog , and one resident would keep a cat.

Only five (t2.5%) of the residents said they would object to other residents

keeping pets in the complex. Most residents did not object to pets as long as

the tets were properly cared for by their cwri ers.

Senior citizens , when asked about the ir present perceptions as to the

benefits of pet ownership to them, rep orted that companionship, love and

af f ection would be the najor benefits . Twenty~three (Y’.5~) stated that

pets would be of no benefit to them at this stag e of life. ( Tabl e Li )  The

residents perceived the ma:or disadvantage of pet ow’ri ershi r as that ~‘f

responsibilit y . Twenty—three (5 ~.5%) seniors commented that owning vets

would interfere with their coming and going when they ple3std. (Tabl e ~)

- —~ --—~—~—-— —~ - •- -~~ —~~— - ------- -- -
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In response to the question,” If one were provi ded , would you be interested

in caring for a pet bird?” , thirty—eight (95%) of the residents replied no.

When asked, “Do you feel that a pet would add to , detract from , or not

chance, the quality of life for you in this complex?”, five (12.5%) of the

residents felt pets would add to, twelve (30%) felt it would not cnange, and

twenty—three (57.5%) felt that pets would detract from the quality of life for

them at this complex.

During the interviews nine (22 .5% ) of the residents reported seein g pet

animals fairly regu larly , either by visiting with their children in the area

or by house sitting for peopl e with pets. Additionally, some senior citizens

feed corn to the ducks which are found on the pond behind the hi—rise. These

indiv idual s have an optort unity t hroughout the warm months to maintain their

ties with nature , as Levinson would say.

q. 

— -
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Dtscussion

Levinson and others have written that pets can play importan t roles in

the lives of the elderly.(1
~
2’
~ However most of the literature supporting

this contention is anecdotal in nature, suggesting a psychosocial benefit to

animal companionship. Mugford and M’ Comisky, in a small controlled study using

budgerigars, determined that these pet birds had a beneficial effect on the

social attitudes and the ment al and physical health of their owners.

Senior citizen housing complexs are being built in the Minneapoli s area to

help house the elderly. It is questionable whether such housing will meet

the needs of pet owning senior citizen s living in the Minneapolis area.

Initial ly when the idea of doing a study of the past experiences and

presen t attitudes of senior citizens toward pets was propo sed , the property

• manager of the senior citizen hi—ri se ,where the study was to be done , was

opposed to the study . His feelings were that pets adversely affect maintenance

and upkeep, and that allowing pets would cause many problems . The property

manager was especially concerned about potential damage to apartm ent units and

carpeting, and the odor associat ed with pets. These perceptions of pets were

consisten t with data obtained in an unpublished survey of Minneapolis area

apartment managers . (Wilber 1978 ) This survey indicated that most managers

of apartments were concern ed about damage to apartment units , and dogs

defecating on the grounds of the apart ment. An additional finding was that

only twenty —seven ( 22% ) of the 119 apartments surveyed allowed companion

animal s , dogs and/or cats , and there appeared to be a trend toward eliminating

pets from apartment complexs in the Minneapolis area.

The building social services director was initially opposed to the study,

L 
~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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but after discussing the pirpose of the study and the manner in which it

would be conducted , he agreed to allow the study, cont ingent on getting

permissi on from each resident to be intervi ewed , prior to the interview .

Managemen t had reservati ons on allowing the study because they fel t that

the residents would be disturbed by strangers in the building ; that thi s

study would have no direct benefits for the residents , and in fact might

bring back painful memories ; and that some residents might thin k that a

policy change , concerning the keeping of pets , was being considered by

management , when in fact , it was not. After agreeing to the study , man age-

ment sent letters to all residents reiterating the pet policy and stating

that no change in the policy was being contemplated by management. This

letter may have affected some of the responses made by residents to questions

• concerning present attitude toward pets , however the extent of the effect is

indeterminable.

The property manager also indicated that financing for a senior citizen

hi—rise , through the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency ( KH FA ) would be unavailable

if pets were allowed in a complex. When contacted , an ofl’icia]. of the MHFA

stated that the agency has no restrictions on developers allowing pets. He

did say that the l4~iFA would be concerned if pets were to be permitted , and

would carefully check to insure that the developer could prop erly manage the

property with pets. The Minnesota and Minneapolis health departments were

contacted to determ in e what restrictions on pets their regulation s might impose.

Neither agency had any restriction s on the keeping of companion animals in

apartment complexa.

The potential public health consequences of allowing pets in a senior citizen

______ ________________ - ---— —---~~~~-----—- -—----~~—-- -— --—- — - -  - - — ~ _~~~~:i~~~~~~~~~~~~
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hi-rise are un~c~own , but probably minimal. Jordan in an article on pets and

population , states that the hazzard s to the pet owner from zoonoses are small.

Unfortunate ly he provid es no data to supp ort this conclusion. When

considering senior citizens , some of whom may be inmiunological ly compromised

by disease , old age , or medications , salxnonellosis , pasteure llosis , and

psitticosis should be considered as potential public health hazzard s associated

with the keeping of compan ion animals, and emphasizes the need for preventive

veterin ary medical services to insure that animals maintained in senior citizen

hi -rises are healt hy.

The poor response to the letters request ing individuals to participate in

the study may reflect several factors : a lack of interest in the subject of th e

study ( pets) , an avoidance of mailed solicitati ons addressed to residen t , or

an unwillingness of many seniors to allow strangers into their apartments .

Management’s letter on the subject of pets , may have deter ed some of the

residents from resp ond ing. Wh en contac t ed by telephone , most of the residents

seemed very willing to be interv iewed.

Eight —five percent of the senior citizens interviewed rep orted having

owned a pet at some time in their life. Pet ownershi p was associated with

havin g children at home. The difference in rates of pet ownership, between

parents with childr en at home and adults with no children at home , was statist ic-

ally significant at the .001 level. (X 2 : t~ .° , d.f. : t )  Many seniors viewed

the functions of pets in relation to their usefulness to their childr en~ as

friends , as educators , and as teachers of responsibility . The differ ~’~g rates

of :‘~‘t ownership aesociat ed with the phase of the life cycle may in part be due

to the view that a pet is funct ionally important as a child grows up. Thi s

finding supports the findings of Selby in his study 01’ pets and family life

_ _ _ _  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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cycle. (8)

The residents interviewed enjoyed living in the senior citizen hi—rise,

and felt that it offered many benef its when compared to living in a single

family house . The seniors felt that major benefits were: security , plann ed

activities for those so inclined , the companionship of other senior citizens ,

lack of maintenance associated with pr ivate home ownership, and the freedom

to travel withou t worrying about the security of your home.

Twenty—three (5 7% ) of the residents interviewed thou ght that pets would

be of no benefit to them and that pet ownershi p would be a problem because of

the commi tment required to care for a pet on a regular basis . Most of the

seniors cherished their freedom , the ability to come and go when they wan t ed ,

and did not want the re sponsibility of caring for a pet. Even pet birds were

seen as too much respon sibility , ninety—seven percent of the residents would

not want a bird given to them . This problem of reeponsibi ly could be solved

• by having coi~nunaily owned pets. Groups of residents could help maintain

several pets per building or per floor , and thu s enjoy the benefits of an imal

• companionship,as discussed by Levinson and Fox (2 ,2~. ,5 , 6) without having total

responsibili ty for the an im als care .

Six of the residents interviewed owned pets prior to moving into the

senior citizen hi—r ise, and ten (25% ) residents stated that , if pets were

allowed , they would keep a companion animal. One woman said she had been

told that she could bring her cat when she moved to the hi-ri se , however

mana gement changed prior to the opening of the complex, and the new management

did not allow pets. The woman had to find a home for her cat , and rep orts that

she still, two years later , misses the companionship that the cat provided her.

Thus some of the residents expressed a desire to have companion animals, and

_ _ _  —~---—---—- - -  -• --— - •-  - - ----•--~~~- ----- - - •



would be willing to accept the respon sibility of caring for a pet.

Fox and Levirison feel that many elderly individuals have a need for
companion ship that pets can fulfill. (2 ,’~) This need may be especially
prevalent in situations where senior citizens live alone in private homee

or duplexa. Ira contrast , senior citizen hi—rises may, by making other senior

citizens readily available to socialize with and having planned group

activities, provide an environment in which the individuals needs for

companionship can be fulfilled by human companions as opposed to companion

animals.

The results of this study indicate that a minority of the residents

perceive a need for the benefits of pet ownership, ie,: companionship, love,

and aff ection. In addition , management’ s opposition to pets poses a major

obstacle to allowing companion animals into senior citizen hi~rises. Further

studies need to be done to determine the rate of pet ownership, the social

and psychological benefits of companion an imal s to senior citizens living

in privat e, single family homes , and to determine what proportion of this

population of seniors may be excluded from senior citizen housing complexs

because of their desire to keep their pet. A study on the cost of allowing

pets in apartment compl~ cs, in relation to excluding pets or as compared to the

cost of allowing children, needs to be done to give man agement sound data on

which to base the decision as to whether or not to allow compani on animals in

a hi—rise.

j The role of pets in society is complex and dynamic. Efforts need to be

made to accomodate different lifestyles when planning housing complexs for the

elderly. For the elderly pet owner living in a single family home, alternative

housing, including senior citizen complems that allow pets , should be available.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • -~~~~~~
-
~ •
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TABLE I

TIPb~ OF P~.TS ~~NtD DUKINU LIF~TIJ€

AS STATU) BY ~eo RE~IDE1~TS

?yps of Pet # of residents $ of reaid.nts

Dog 29 72.5%

Cat 15 37.5%
Bird (psrakeet, canary, etc.) 10 25%

Rabbit 3 7.51

Tropical Fish 2

Reptiles or Amphibians 2 5%
Rodents (mice) 1 2.5%

horse 1 2.5%

I

_______  _________
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TABLE 2

THE BE~4EFITS OF FL? OWN U~SHIP: BASED ON PAST ~XP~ (.U2~CE

AS STATED BY 35 OF 1+0 RESIDEN TS

Benefit % of Resident s interviewed

Companionship 30 75%
Love and Affection 23 57.5%
Pleasure 2j 52.5%

Protection 16 ‘+0%

• Educational 9 22.5%
For the Children 8 20%

• Other (working animal, sports use ,

teinperment & habit a, physical

beauty, challenge) 10 25%

~i ;•

_ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 3
THE DISADVANTAGES OF PEI CMN~~SHIP: BASED ON FAST ~XPUtI ENCE

AS STATED BY 35 OF 1+0 RESIDENTS

Disadvantage % of Residents interviewed

Responsibility is 37.5%

Noise, odor , or feces disposal 10%

Having pet die or pit to sleep when old 2 5%
Taking care of pet belonging to children 2 5%
Not being able to take pet on trips 2 5%
Other (economics, diseases of pet, poor

temperment, shedding, cleanliness,

scratching things. ) i es 2.5%

No disadvantage to pet ownership 13 32.5%

_ _ _  - - --~~~~~~~~~ — •-• .-~~~~—— -~ -~~- -~~~~~ -~~~ --•- - - • ~~~~
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TABLE 4+

THE BEN~~’ITS OF PL? oWN UtS:-LIP: PK~SENT PERCEPTION S

AS STATED BY 39 OF ~eO RE~5ID~2~TS

Benefit % of Residents interviewed

Companionship 16 1+0%

Love and Aff ection 12 30%

Pleasure 6 15%

Protection 2 5%
Social Outlet 2 5%
No Benefits to Pet Ownership 23 57.5%

t

______________ — - - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - — -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TABLE 5

THE DISADVANTAGES CF PET O~NUiSHIP : PRESENT PU~CEPTIONS

AS STATED BY 35 OF 1+0 RkSIDENTS

Disadvantage % of Residents interviewed

Responsibility 23 57.5%
Taking Dog in Elevator or Walking Outside 6 15%
Noise , odor , or Feces Disposal 5 12.5%

Could not take care of properly 5 12.5%

Dogs and Cats do&t belong in Apartments 5 12.5%

Economics 3 7.5%
Cleanliness, Messy 2 5%

No Disadvantages to pet ownership 3 7.5%

4

4.
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~~~~~~~~~~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Divi sion of Ep idemiology
TWIN CITIES School of Pub lic Health

1360 Mayo Memor ial Buil ding
420 Delawar e Street SE .
Minneapolis , Minnesota 55455

April 7, 1978

Dover Hill Resident
2400 Rhode Island Avenue North
Golden Valley, Minnesota 55427

Dear Resident:

I am a veterinarian studying for a ~!asters degree inVeterinary Public Health at the School of Public Health ,
University of Minnesota. As part of my program, I am doing
a project to study the attitudes of senior citizens t~~ards
pets.

You were selected at randar~ as a possible participant
in this study because of your residence at Dover }flhlc. If
you decide to participate in this study I will set up a time
that is convenient for you so that we way talk about your
past pet ~~nership and your present feelings about pets. I
am interested in talking with both past pet c~ xiers and non-pet
cwners. I would anticipate that the intervi~~ would last frc~n15 to 30 minutes. Any info~nation which you give will re~ainconfidential. I have spoken with the resident Iranager, ~r. Ward,and he has given we pe~rnission to talk with residents that
volunteer to participate in this study.

If you would be willing to participate in this study please
cal]. we at 487—1032 between 5—9 p.m. , or fill out and retuxTi
the pre-addressed, stamped postcard.

Thank you for your cooperation and interest.

Sincerely ,

- :... ~~~ - ~~ --
~~ 

y

~i1ber , D.V.:-~.

P’r~c1osure

HEALTH SCIENCES

5. -S .— -.- - - - . - -—-~~~~~~~~- - .  ~~~~-- --. -
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Abstract

A survey of 119 Minneapolis area apartment complexa was conducted by

telephone between January and Marc h 1978. The purp ose was to gather information

concerning apartment policies towards pet dogs and cats , recen t changes in their

pet policies , and to determine what probleme management associat ed with allowing

pet owning tenants . Seventeen (j k .3% ) apartments allowed dogs and cats , and

an additional ten (8. Le% ) allowed cats only . All but three of the apartments

allowing pets required a damage deposit. Most of the apartments had size

limitations on dogs and several apartments required neuterin g of pets and /or

declawing of cats. Twenty —seven (22.7~ ) of the apartmen t coxnpl exs had changed

their pet policies, to exclude,pets within the past two years. The major problems

that management associated with pets were : damage to apartments , dogs defecating

on apar tment grounds , and owners not following apartment rules. It apr~ears

as if most apartment managers in the Minneapolis area vi ew pets as problems , to

be avoided if possible. As a resul t of these perceptions , pet owners may have

difficulty finding apartment accommodations for the mselves and their pets in

the Minneapolis area.

4, 
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.~ntr~~uct icn

Pets , and especially dogs and cats , are an integral part of many families

in our western culture. (1) With the cost of single family homes escalating

and changing life styles , more of our urban and suburban population are living

in apartmen t complexa. It was the purpose of this study to determine the policies

of Minneapolis area apartmen t house oomplexs concerning pets, to see if these

policies appear to be ohanging, and also to determin e what managers perceive as

being the major problems associated with allowing tenants who own dogs or cats .

This information is necessary to evaluate the potential man-animal interrelation-

ships in a community. If the majority of apartments do not allow pets , then a

segment of the population , apartment dwellers, will be deprived of the animal

relationships many of us find rewarding.

Method.~

The author conducted a survey by telephone interview, between January

and March of 1978. All 119 apartment complexa within Hennepin county and

listed in The Acartment Guide Of the Twin Citj~,~
6
~ were contacted. Managers

were asked the following questions:

1. Do you allow dogs and /or cats ?

2. If not , did you allow pets in the past? If so,when did you change?

3. How old is your apartment complex?

11.. What restrictions do you pl ace on pets?

5. Do you require a deposit for pets? If so , how much?

6. Why did management choose not to allow pets?

7. What problems have pets caused in your apartment complex?

— - -- - --- ---——- - --- _ -~~-—-~~~~~~
- - - —— - —
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One manager could not be reached, however information contained in The

Apartment Guide advertisement for this apartment was sufficient to answer all

questions with the exceptions of , did you ever allow pets in the past and

why did managem ent choose not to allow pets . Thi s apartment was treat ed as

an apartment that had always excluded pets , and non respondants to the question

on problems associat ed with pets were not included when calculating frequencies

of complaints.

Problems managers associated with allowing dogs and cats in apartments were

arranged into three catagories: apartments never having allowed pets, apartments

which had changed their policies to eliminate pets, and apartment currently

allowing pets. Managers cit apartments not responding to the questions on

problems associated with pets were not included in the denominator wnen calculating

the frequencies of complaints in each catego ry. 
-

Results

Twenty—seven (22.7%) of the 119 apartments surveyed allowed dogs and /or

cats. Ten ( 37%) , of these twenty—seven apartments, allowed cats only. When

apartments in Minneapolis were compared with apartments in Hennepin County

excluding Minneapolis, the difference in rates between apartments allowing pets

and those not allowing pets was not significant at the .05 level. (Table 1)

Managers were asked if the ir apartment ’ a policy twoard dogs and cats had

changed in the past. Twenty—seven (29.3),of the ninety—two apartments not

allowing dogs and cats, had changed their policies, from allowing pets to

excluding pets, within the past two years .

The age of the apartment complex did not appear to be a factor in

determining whether or not pets were allowed. The difference in the rate of

-~~~ — - - - — -— -— _ J - - - -  -~~ 
- - - -
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acceptance of pets in apartments five years old or young er was not significantly

different from those apartments older than five years , at the .05 level.

Twenty—four (90% ) of twenty—seven apartments allowing pets required

damage deposits for pets . Deposits for pets ranged from $50 to $250, with

sixteen (591) requiring a deposit of $100, Two apartments had an additional

monthly charge of $10, in addition to the $100 damage deposit , and in two other

apartments $50 of the $100 damage deposit was nonref undab le. One apartment

charg ed cat owners $25 for steam cleaning the carpeting when tenants vacat e.

Managers rep orted the following restri ctions on pets allowed in their

apartment complexs. Of the ten apartments allowing cats only, four required

and two requested that cats be declawed and neutered. Of the seventeen

apartments allowing both dogs and cats: twelve had weight limitation s ranging

from fifteen to forty pound s, two allowed no “large ” dogs , one limited pet

ownership to “small” pets , one required neuto r ing of pets , two required that

cats be declawed, and two required that cat s be declawed and neutered .

Ma nagers apreared to be trying to exclude large breed dogs from their apa rt ments.

Man agers percepti ons of the problems associated with allowing pet owning

tenants were fairly consista n t between the three groups: apartments never having

allowed pets , apartments having changed their policies , and apartments allowing

pets. However only thi rty—three ( 58% ) of fifty—seven of the managers of

apartments which had never allowed pets resp onded to the question , as compared

to thirty-four (97% ) of thi rt y—five for apartments havin g changed th eir policy

from allowing to excluding pets , and twenty —seven (100% ) of the apart ment

managers allowing pets. The major problems associated with pets were : damage

to apar tments , defecating on apartment grounds, and owners not following

apartment rules. Managers felt that pets caused unn eeded hassle. ( Tables 2 ,3,& i )

________ 

- 
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Managers of apartments that do allow dogs an d/or cats reported fewer

problems, and seemed to minimize the importance of the probl ems th~ r did have.
Managers of five (291) of seventeen apartments that allow both dogs and cats

and eight (801) of ten apartments that allow only cats, considered pets to be

no problem in their apartments .

~~~~~~~~~

Literature on the subject of pets and apartment complex s is almost non-

existant. The few articles that have been written deal mainly with th e pro blems

associated with allowing pets in apartments , and suggesting ways of minimizing

proble ms, if pets are allowed in apartments or condominiuins .(1~3A 1 5) Studies

on the economic impact of pets or comparing the costs of allowing pets in

apartments ,as compared with the costs of allowing children , have not been done.

Despite a lack of hard economi c data , ninety —two ( 77% ) of the apartment

managers question ed did not allow pet owning tenants. Managers seemed to feel

that pets were potential problems to be avoided if possible. Several managers

said the3’ would not work for apartments that allowed pets , feeling tha t pets

detracted from the overall app earance of a complex and increased maintenance

and managerial problems. This negative attitude toward pets may also include

children, and may be reflected in an increased number of adults only apartment

compl exs. One man ager recall ed that his complex had stopped allowing children

three years ago and excluded pets a year ago.

A consultant at the Roseville office of The At~ar tment Liuids, an apartment

referral agency , said that she felt tha t market conditions for apartment un its

dictated wr~ether apartments would allow pets or not. She stated that several

years ago many apartments had dtfficulty filling vacancies , and thus were more

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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willing to accept pet owning tenants. Recently the apartment house market has

tightened up and fewer vacancies exist. Under these condition s apartments are

less likely to accept the problems associated with pets, and thus are excluding

pet owning tenants . The large number of apartments that changed their pet

policies within the last two years would support this hypothesis.

Many managers expressed the opinion that pets in and of themselves are

not a major problem in apartments , but tha t irresponsible pet owners , who

disregard rules, cause most of managements pet associat ed problems . A

major complaint of managers, that of dogs defecating in undesignated areas,

clear ly falls in this area .

Certain types of tenants may be more prone to becoming problems tha others .

Pet owning couples, where both individuals work , often become proble ms . Pets

left alone afl. day may out of frustration cause damage to apartments or

irritate the neighbors by barking. In contrast , the elder ly who oft en have

more time available , may be excellent pet owning tenants. One manager rep orted

that he started allowin g cats because of an elderly women who was attached to

her cat. Another manager reported that his elder ly tenants , who had pets , were

very responsible and did not cause any problems.

For some apartment complexs damage from pets is a real problem. Several

managers reported having to rep lace carpeting soiled by dogs or cats, and one

complex had to have a unit steam cleaned after a cat owning tenant left. Most

managers felt that if an apartment unit was damag ed by a pet , the damage deposit

would not cover the cost of repairs . Several man agers expressed the theory that

if the damage deposit was set high enough, owners would be more careful to insure

that their pet did not damage the apartment.

Co~mi~ents by mana gers of apartments that allow pets indicate a higher

threshold to complaints or a greater tolerance of pet pr oblems . Cne manager 

~~~~~ _~ _ _ _
~~~~~
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said that “pets are no more trouble than kids ” . Several of the man ager s that

stated pets were “no problem ” , later when asked if carpets had ever been

damaged by urine stains from pets responded that some had been dam aged.

From a management and economi c persp ective, individuals that own dogs

and/or cats appear to be undesirab le tenants for apartment complexs . The

following suggestions are recormnended to managers who wish to allow pets in

their apartment compl exsa

1. Make a list of the rules and have prospective tenants sign and keep a copy,

2. &tfor ce the rules promptly and evenly , following up on all violations.

3. Require recommendatio ’-’s from prior landlords.

4~ Require current vaccination certificates from a veterinarian .

5. Set a size limit in writing. Preferably weight and height limits should

be specified.

6. Require that all pets be neutered and that cats be declawed.

7. Provide a designated are a for walkin g dogs , and require that tenants

pick—up after their animals.

8. Charge a reasonaole damage deposit.

9. If several buildings are available in the complex, consider allowing pets

in only one building or restricting pets to lower floors.

Pets and apartment complexs can peacefully coexist if management is willing

to make the extra effort necessary to carefully select pet owning tenants and

enforce rules promptly and fairly. In view of the importance of pets to many

fami lies and elder ly individu al s, resp onsible pet owners should be allowed the

opportunity to live in apartment complexs if they so choose.

- - -

~

—
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t

TABLE j

POLICIES 0? 119 HEN N EPIN COUNTY A?ARTM~NTS TO~AhD PETS

Min~~ppolis Hennepin Co. Exclud ing Hennepin Co.
Minneapolis

t

Allow Cats (sly 15.k 6 6 5  10 8.~
Allow Dogs and Cats 1 3.8 i.6 17.2 17 1~4 .3

No Dogs or Cats 21 80.8 71 76,~4 92 77.3

TOTAL 26 100 93 100.1 119 100
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TABLE 2

REASONS P0k NOT ALLOWD1G PETS

AS STATE 31 33 CF 57 MANAU~~.S OF APAhTMENTS NEVE1t kiAVD.G ALLO~~~ k~.TS

# of Responces % of Man agers Responding

Damage to apartments 13 39%
Apartment Cleanliness 8 2~i-%

Area not suitable for pets 6

Defecating on the grounds 6 181

Damage to carpeting 6 18%

Noise 6 18%

Complaints to management 6 1.8%

Odor , smell to apartments 5 151

Damage to grounds ( kill trees, grass, dig) 3 9%

Other (owners not responsible, owners not caring

for pets properly, basic health , dogs urinating

or defecating in halls or elevators, don ’t mix

with children) I ea. 3%

__________________ ________ - 
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TABLE 3

PROBLEMS AS~OCIAT E~ WITki PETS

AS STATE BY 3k OF 35 MANAGEP.S OF APART}1~~TS CHANGL~O TiiEIR PET POLICY

TO ELIMINATE PETS

# of Responses % of Managers Responding

Defecating on the grounds 18 53%
Damage to apartments 1k ki%

Damage to carpeting 13 38%

Owners not following the rules 10 29%

Odor, smell to apartments 5

Noise 5 15%
Damage to grounds 5 15%

Owners not caring for pets properly 5 15%

Complaints to management £4. 12%

Dogs urinating or defecating in halls or elevators 3 9%

Other ( area not suitable for pets, apartment

cleanliness, insect problems, large dogs) 2 ea. 6%
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TABLE £4.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH PETS

AS STATED ~Y 27 OF 27 MANAG E}tS OF APARTMENTS ALLOWING PETS

# of Responses % of Manag ers Respondin g

Damage to apartments 7 26%

Urine staining carpets and walls 7 26%

Defecating in undesignated areas 5 19%

Large dogs 15%

Smell, odor to apartments 3

Other (noise, owners not following rules,

- - damage to grounds, owner not caring

for pet properly ) 1 ea.

4 -
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PET OWN EkS}{IP: A LITUIATUItE REVIE’vJ

Man ’s relationship with other animal s, and the benefits derived from that

relationship, have been explored by several authors including Levinson, Fox,

Corson, and Clayton, to name a few. One of the serious deficiencies of the

literature on this subject is the subjective nature of the reporting. Most

articles amount to an individual’s perceptions of the animal—man relationship,

and the benefits derived from such a relationship .

I will attempt to briefly review the literature to thcludet the benefits

man derives from pet ownership, problems thi s relationshi p may bring about,

examples of pets used in psychotherapy , and the poten tial benefit s for senior

citizens.

Boris Levinson , PhD , Ferkau ! Gra 4uate School of Humanities and Social

Sciences, Yeshiva University, has written extensively on the subject of the

man—animal relationship and the use of pets in psychotherapy . lie believes that
(~3,24)being close to nature is a basic human need. Several other author s

echo this idea , that man throughout history has had a need to relate to nat ure

and live in harmony with other animals. (4 ,5, 16,29) Usually , but not always,

man has chosen the dog to fulfill thi s need to relate to nature .(15) Marcel

Heiina n , M.D. ,  psychiatrist , describes man ’s relationship with dogs as symbiotic ,

each fulfilling needs of the other .(1
~~

Ryder has listed the benefits he believes that pots provide man. They

include: (i.) socially acceptable tactile contact, such as kissing, hugging, and

cares sing., (2 )  empathy , owners feel that the pet understands their feelings.,

(3 )  give the owner a sense of importance., (4) Loving and feeling loved.,

(~ ) help the owner to get in touch with nat.ure., ( b )  security, (7) narci~~ ism ,
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(~ ) exhibi t ioni~ n , (9)  scapegoats , ( t O)  branded slaves , ( i i )  sex , (12) play,

(13) go between or catalyst between owner and others, and (t4) pet psycho-

therapy. (29)

Feldman, the Director of the University of California Pot Clinic, breaks

down the reasons pe ’ple own pets into four catagories: (i) friend and partner ,

(2) self identification and self esteem, ( 3)  facilitation and catalysis, and

(4) childhood deve1opement.~~~

Several authors comment that pets can provide the stability that individuals

need in these rapidly changing tines. (2 ,13,24,25) With the increased mobility

of today ’s society , and the breaking up of families, pets can provide the

stability so importan t in the lives of children . Levinson states, for the

average human being pets are invaluable. We all need a friend wiht whom we can

communicate , to whom we can reveal ourselves in all our nakedness without

any fear of rejection . i-Low important ~t is to have a friend with whom we can

be very intimate , who will be acceptant and non jud.~emental no matter what

we do.~
(24 ) “Pets satisy a multitude of needs such as acceptance , warmth ,

security , physical interaction , and perhaps most significantly , the need for

iove.”~~~
All of the above evaluations of the benefits of pet ownership are highly

subjective and based on the authors perceptions and experience. However many

of us would not question these assumptions because they conform to our perceptions

ba sed in large part on our cultural background.

While many authors extole the multiple benefits man receives from his

relationship with animals , these relationships are not wi thout  potential

hazzards. Leigh, in his article on the psychology of the pet owner , points to

four rotential problem areas: (i) severe depresrive tIlneSses may be rrecipitatod
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by the loss of a dog, cat , or budgerigar., (2 )  individuals may neglect the rnsl eves

and their diets to feed their animal., (3) individuals may develope a preference

for animal versu s human relations , and become isolated. , and (4) the individuals

household may decay into a state of filth. ( 17 ) Kathleen Szasz , author o~
Petishism, feels that “raising pets to the status of humans is a way of coping

with a society that is largely emotionally ill. These pet owners are lacking

in certain healthy human behavioral characteristics, a lack of &ffection for

mankind.n(31) These authors suggest that if people use pets to retreat from the

real world, it may be harmful to their physical as well as mental health. This

line of reasoning is not explored by many authors, but should be considered

when possible uses of pets are contemplated.

From a public health standpoint, little has been written about the potential

disease hazzad s from zoonotic diseases. Jordan feels that the potential dangers

to the pet owner are sma~~.
(1ó)

Boris Levinson has been a leading proponent of using pets in psychotherapy.

Thi s is in line with his stated ideas that pets “ promote positive mental health” .

Levinson also feels that pets restore a healthy communication between members of

a family. (19) He has reported on the use of a canine mascot in a N. Y .C .

rehabilitation center for narcotic addicts, and calls the dog, “one of the best
(24)therapeutic tools” because it is non judgemental.

Pets have been used in many different clinical settings as a form f

therapy. Florence Clayton, in a paper written as part of a masters degree

program, lists some examples of pets u sed in therapy: (i) Levinson in the

treatment of emotionally distur -ed children., (2 )  The Mid—Missouri Mental

ltealth Center , useing a golden retriever with mentally disturbed children.,

(3 )  Skeezer , a labrador cross, used in Childrens Psychiatric Hospital , Univ. of

Michigan Medical Center., (4 ) Kitten s in the Metropolitan State dospital , 

-- -~~~~~~~~~~ -- -~~~ -~~~~~ . - --- . - -~~ ~~~~~~~-~~~~-
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Norwalk, California. , (5)  a zoo project for handicapped children with the

San Diego unified school district. They used zoo trips to motivat, handicapped

children and allowed the children to work with the an imals., (6) Lambs Pet

Farm , Libertyville , Illinois. Retarded individuals run a farm and associated

pet shop., and (7) George B. Page &,ys Ranch , where boys fr om broken homes ,

foster homes , orphan ages , or with disciplinary problems work with animals in a

f arm setting. These are but a few of the interesting uses inovative

individuals have made of animals and which are well docunented by Ms. Clayton

in her paper.

Samuel Cors on has written on the practical problems associated with setting

up a dog in a childr ens hospital and on the benefits derived from this novel

form of therapy .~~~ Christy describes the benefits of using pets in institutions

for children , and states that there hav e been good experiences with a wide

variety of animals , but that dogs work best . He feels that “it is hard for a

child to resist the effervesen t , unrestrained joy 01’ a puppy.”

Ilugford and M’Comisk3r recently did a small controlled study of the

mental health benefits of pet budgerigars to senior citizens in ~~gland. This

small study proported to show a positive beneficial effect as measur ed by

improvement in answers to a standard.t:ed questionaire , particularly on items

that probed attitudes to people and attitudes to the subjects own psychological

health. The problems with t his study were the small si:e of the groups ( six

sub,1ects per group) and the high dropout rate (4O~ in the five months of study),~
’8
~

P~ets have bern used in nursing homes with positive resuit.s~~
’
~ and dogs are

now being trained as “h ear in g- ear dogs” to assist the dea.f and elderly, many

of whom live alone.~~
32) The literature provides many examples of beneficial uses

of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ however moat are anecdotal in nature. The study
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by Mugford and M’ Comisky , alluded to above , is one of the few controlled studies

attempted using a uniform test to measure the benefits, and then comparing groups.

As with all the social sciences interpretation of the test results is highly

subjective and therefore difficult to measure for validity. One problem

inherant to all these reports of beneficial effects, is sort ing out the true

benefit from the pet from the benefit due to increased at tention due to the

study.

The beneficial ef ects of pet ownership to senior citizens is less well

documented. While most of the literature concentrates on the benefits of pets

for the developement and emotional stability of children, comments as to the

benefits to the aged are minimal and appear almost as an afterthought.

Levinson tries to identify the possible benefits of pets to the elderly ,

in his article, “Pets and Old Age”. (21) He writes, “It becomes imperative for

the aged person to find a new role that he considers worthwhile and that is not

in competition with the young. Adoption of a pet , which is irunediately feasible ,

can lead. to new interests , adventures , and untrodden paths. A pet can pave the

way to new friendships: walking a dog can provide ready introduoticn to people,

and casual conversation about the dog may kindle new interests. The old man

may identify with his pet , giving it all the love he himself may be desperately

craving, but is unable to receive. How satisfying to have a living creature

reciprocate his affection and reward his cares Thi s may help the aged person

develops an idea of being wanted and loved, and give him a dif ferent concept

of self. n (2 1 )

Michael Fox comments on the benefits when he writes : “ senior citizens ,

retired people, widows, and widowers have a need for close companionship, be

it cat , dog, fish , or pnrake ’t. This need for companion ship is exa~~ erated

~
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when families separate and when people are lonely or alienated in a depressing

urban environment. Pets fulfill the social needs of the owner for company , arid

can give an owner a sense of identity.”
The companion animal may be the closest relationship the elderly living

alone have. Ferguson states that the “elderly spend a higher proportion of

their savings on pets than other segments of the comrninity. The importance of

their pets is paramount.” (12) These spending habits if true generally, may be

a detrimental effect of having a pet , as Denis Leigh mentioned in his writings.~ ’~~
The literature cites many individu als who feel that ,at least in the western

world , pets play an important role in our dai ly lives. As Ferguson states :

“Pets are a permanent and integral part of a healthy community and the reasons

for keeping them embodies much that is good and worthwhile in hui~mn character .~
(t 2 )
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APARTXEM COMPL~ CS 1~ND PE?S: A LIT~~.AThRE REVI~~J

I was unable to find many ref erences to pets and apartment complexs in

the literature . After checking seven texts on apartment house man agement , I

found that five did not even mention pets , and that two others refered to pets

under suggested rules and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Real Estate Management

by Bliss suggests a rule stating,”dogs, cats, parrots, etc shall not be allowed

in any part of the building.”, and then follows with “rules may be varied as

necessa ry ~.~
2) The Resident Manager suggests, “no occupant shall keep or

maintain a pet on or about the demised premis es without lessor ’ s prior written

consent. ” This autho r also included a pet responsibility ciause.~
h1)

Wri ting to the institute of Real Estate Management in Chicago , I asked

if they ~~ew c ’ any studies on the economic impact of pets in apartments. }jy

letter was refered to the library of the National Association of Realtors, who

(1,4,8,9)listed four references to pets in apartments. The libra.r’.an reported

she could find no references to a study on the economic impact of pets in

apartments. The articles cited comment on the problems pets pose for apartment

and condominium managers.

Michael Petlik in “Pets in Apartments states that high vacancy rates may

force managers to allow pets,with the usual stipulation that tney be small pets.~~~
Inc lud ed i.s an example of a “Pet Rider” for apartment leases. As Pe tlik sees

it, the major problems with pets include older pet owners who cannot carry

their pets outside and dealin g with tenants who violate the pet codes. Pet lik

reco~mends that management require letters of recommendation from previous

landlords and vaccination certificates from a veterinari an to help reduce

problems fr om pet own ing tenants, if pets are to be allowed .
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Klumb in “Man agement Probl ems” gives advise on keeping annoyances from

pets to a minimum. He reco~mnends, “ establish clear ly defined areas in which

pets are to be exercised. Incorporate into your lease the rules by which pets

may be governed, and double or triple the security deposit for pet owning

tenants , with the und erstand ing that th e tenants who do not conform to

regul ations will not be eligible for the return of this deposit.”’~~
In the article “Pets and the Condo Board ” , the author quotes William Sally

a general manager of a property management company. Sally feels that pets

infringe on the rights of others and that among the arguements agianst pets

are the following : Damage to property , both inside and out; Damage to people;

and a general nuisance catagory which includes barking and pet droppings.

Recommendat ions range from outright banning of pets which he prefers , to the

use of an “amortization rule” whereby the owner can keep a pet but cannot repl ace

it when it dies and must dispose of any litters , or the confinement of pet

owners to certain areas or buildings in the condominium.

The final, article by Gallese in the Wall Street Journal seems to sum up

the feelings of many real estat e man agers and developers. This article deals

with the conversion of an old run down 408 apartment urban housing project out—

side Boston , into a new low, moderate, and ut’per income developement. The

conversion was brought about by a tenants association and a private developer.

As a condition to the developer working with t.’ie tenants group, the developer

insisted on the right to ban or evict tenants who wouldn’t obey certain rules.

The rules included prompt payment of rents and a prohibition of pets.
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